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Change Log for MONITOR version 7.3.8 

 

General 

� SSTG-8LXASZ - The difference could be calculated incorrectly in the Order Lead Time – Purchase and 
Order Lead Time – Sales procedures if orders were made within the Parts lead time. Furthermore has a 
field that displays the desired Delivery period been added in some list types. 

� JELA-8QWESP - After form generation, an error message was displayed and MONITOR shut down if you 
had selected re-start. 

� AFOG-8RFJBE - The program window in MONITOR didn’t get focus after sending e-mail from MONITOR. 

� KFTM-8RZCSW - Now MONITOR will handle cases where the Printer drivers are incorrect installed. 

� BKNN-8S8HVS - The Start page component Ledger info loaded and displayed incorrect data for the 
Accounts payable ledger. 

� MZEL-8SMEBT - Direct-prints of linked documents from the Document Viewer were in the paper size Letter 
if no special paper size was set for the MONITOR printers. Now will the paper size A4 be the default paper 
size if nothing else is set on the MONITOR printer. 

� AFOG-8SRLKJ - During start-up of MONITOR could following error message be displayed 
“System.IO.FileLoadException: Could not load file or assembly." after installation of a patch from a zipped 
file. Now the program can read and use the zipped files. 

� BKNN-8T3BZ9 - The background data for components on the Start Page will be updated/calculated for 
other components even if data for a part can’t be processed. 

� SSÖG-8T8FNL - Minimize in the Window menu was greyed out (didn’t work) in some of the EDI import 
procedures. 

Purchase 

� ÖBRN-8NTK5E - There were some problems with Purchase limits when summing Orders needing approval 
in the Register Supplier Invoices procedure. Now the Purchase limits will take partial delivered orders 
into account. 

� BSAN-8Q6H4Z - The entire Supplier’s part number wasn’t displayed in the Register Inquiry procedure. 
Now the Supplier’s part number will be displayed with 50 characters. 

� BKNN-8QGDN7 - You could get incorrect date on a payment if you changed Payment method incorrectly in 
the Payments Out procedure. 

� ÖBRN-8RHKLH - An adjustment is made in the file for International payments by file in Poland (MT100). 
Previously was the identification for sending bank taken from the field Bank giro no. in the Company Info 
procedure. Now the identification will be taken from the field SWIFT/BIC in the Company Info procedure. 

� ÖBRN-8RNK4W - When you added rows during linking of Subcontract order in the Register Supplier 
Invoice procedure, the cost could sometimes be linked to incorrect Manufacturing order. 

� ÖBRN-8SEHEN - The Purchase statistics could be incorrect (the Purchase Statistics - Suppliers and the 
Supplier Invoice Log). This could occur for supplier invoices that you had Pre-coded manually under the 
button Pre-coding in the Register Supplier Invoices procedure. When the invoice was final coded, 
purchase statistics wasn’t updated for the invoice. 

� SSÖG-8SNETF - If you used the Drag and drop function to register a Supplier invoice, an incorrect message 
could be displayed if you tried to register a Supplier invoice for a supplier that was registered with Our 
customer number. 

� ÖBRN-8SUC6A - Problems with outgoing payments in Finland by Samlink are solved. 
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� ÖBRN-8T9A8J - Round-off differences could occur on amounts on the form "Internal invoice" in the 
Register Supplier Invoice procedure. This particular form only exists in Polish systems. 

� AFOG-8TBCK9 - The Supplier Activity List had three incorrect charts. 

Sales 

� BSAN-8DVCLS - In the Delivery Reporting procedure there was no Warning for traceable parts when you 
delivery reported a Fictitious Part containing traceable parts. This occurred if you selected to report all or 
entered a quantity to deliver on the order row. 

� BSAN-8MA98A - In the Delivery Reporting procedure wasn’t text rows linked to a Part in a Fictitious part 
automatically reported when you reported the Fictitious part. 

� BSAN-8PQA7Q - If the Setting "Leave fictitious parts in order's material list?" was activated, was also 
incorporated Fictitious parts left in the order rows in Register Customer Order. 

� FOHN-8QFBGW - News: Now a message will be displayed for Parts that are Blocked/notified in the Update 
Part procedure when you use the Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure. This will also be saved in 
the Historical Events procedure; to ID 171 for Parts with notification and to ID 172 for blocked Parts. 

� AFOG-8QPGWE - News: Now it’s possible to use third party logistics for Unifaun and Apport for both 
shippers and receivers with two new settings under the button Extra Info in the Update Supplier 
procedure. This option shall be set on existing shippers based on settings in the Update Shipping Agent 
procedure. 

� FOHN-8QUDW2 - News: Now it’s possible to use the same Terms of deliveries in the Print Shipping 
Documents procedure when you book Domestic and Foreign shipments with export to Apport and Unifaun. 

� SSTG-8QWE2N - If you used the function to create Manufacturing order suggestions from Customer orders, 
new suggestions was always created if Quantity or Delivery time was changed on a Customer order row 
that already had generated a suggestion. 

� LREM-8R4C8D - The Incoming Payment List procedure displayed the column heading Accr. int. incorrect 
if you had selected International payments in the Search tab. 

� FOHN-8RKKRK - News: Type of Inner packaging for Odette and VDA Transport label is updated with the 
option "KLT Package (Small Load Carrier)" in the Shipping info in the Update Part – Sales procedure. 

� KFTM-8RWC6U - During certain circumstances incorrect Exchange rate could be suggested when you made 
payments in foreign currency in the Register Incoming Payments and Payments Out procedures. This 
could occur when you made several payments in a row and the payments had different initial exchange 
rates. 

� BSAN-8RWKP7 - It wasn’t possible to use Display List after a change of Selection group from a combination 
with Current delivery schedules selected in the Order Inflow procedure. 

� ÖBRN-8RYB3G - During certain circumstances could a new customer created in the Update customer 
incorrectly get Factoring set. 

� JWEN-8RYHR9 - Order rows that were created by the supplement MONITOR Customer Order Transfer didn’t 
create the text rows for Statistical code and Net weight. 

� FOHN-8SECG9 - Pkge type and Goods type to Show shipping info is now primarily taken from the 
Packaging parts and Parts in following procedures: Register Customer Order, Delivery Reporting and 
Delivery List. If nothing is specified, the information will be taken from the Settings "Default package type" 
and "Default type of goods". 

� FOHN-8SJAYK - News: Now we have implemented support for sub-ids for neutral shippers when you use 
Unifaun Online. This is added under Extra info in the Update Customer procedure. 

� FOHN-8SJDVG - News: Now there is a new Setting " Frozen time (days) when importing del. schedule" 
under EDI on the Sales tab. This setting is overridden by the setting made on the specific customer under 
the button Extra info in the Update Customer procedure. 
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� FOHN-8SMNWM - News: The information about terms in the EDI-file when sending dispatch advice to 
Unifaun with DHL Terms will now get zero fill in front. This new feature is for the Dispatch Advice and 
Print Shipping Documents procedures. 

� SSTG-8SNDFE - If you had activated the setting "Show available balance on order rows?" for Customer 
order registration, the balance for incorporated parts (row type 6) in fictitious main parts was always 0. 
When you changed quantity on the main part or when loading the order, the available balance for this row 
type was correctly displayed. 

� SSTG-8SNGAS - The Setting "Part row coding according to row above on orders/invoices?" didn’t work in 
the Delivery List procedure when you had rows with Alloy cost/mark-up that were created automatically 
during delivery reporting. 

� FOHN-8SRJJW - News: Now it’s possible to print Crystal reports forms in the Print EDI Transport Labels 
for KLT (small label). 

� ÖBRN-8SSHPT - The Payment Matching procedure created reversed codings when you matched Interest 
invoices by using the function Partly match on a payment. The Interest invoice got the same coding as a 
Credit invoice. 

� FOHN-8SUN6X - Now we have implemented a warning when Posten’s services are used with the option 
Receiver pays in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. Because if Receiver pays is used without EDI 
transfer, the shipper will be invoiced for the shipping. 

� SOLN-8T8HXG - If Serial number was entered when you registered customer orders and the same Serial 
number was entered in the From and To fields, the number in the To field could disappear when you 
opened the order afterwards. 

� ÖBRN-8TB9U3 - Incorrect exchange rate could be displayed on the Customer invoices in Polish systems. 

� SOLN-8TEKKF - In the Customer link in the Update Part – Sales procedure could you move the Document 
viewing button, but it wasn’t possible to save the changed layout, the button was moved back to original 
position after saving the layout. 

� JEDS-8TGJTC - The Setting "Select delivery schedule before import" caused an empty window without any 
rows to select when you tried to make an import in the Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure. 

� FOHN-8TPAC4 - Shipments sent by Posten as shipper could during certain circumstances skip splitting up 
Package rows into separate Packages in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

Inventory 

� JWEN-8HTG3D - When you made printouts from the Cost of Poor Quality procedure classified on 
Nonconformity number, an empty page was created after every page break. 

� FOHN-8SKKPJ - Import VMI Data couldn’t manage EDI Data with EDI links. 

Workshop Info 

� JLIN-89PGZB - You can Batch report material and add material to the operations that you finish in the 
Recording Terminal procedure. But if you made these reportings in reversed order, MONITOR would shut 
down with a program error. 

� JLIN-8Q6DTZ - News: When making reportings with Web – TimeCard there are some improvements 
made regarding projects. Now the name on the project will be displayed and projects with status 9 will no 
longer be displayed. For Indirect codes is it now possible to select per Employee whether it shall be 
mandatory to enter project and it’s also possible to link a project to the additions that you enter in the 
Web – TimeCard. 

� JLIN-8SKB8E - When you used Batch reporting of material in the Recording Terminal procedure, the 
quantity that you had entered didn’t become valid if you forgot to press TAB before executing the 
reporting. 

� AFOG-8TGKCR - If the Start Page is activated, it will be displayed when the Update Messages procedure 
is minimized. 
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Accounting 

� ÖBRN-8NFAKG - The procedure Project Summary with the list type Time check and "Calculate new saved 
values" caused a program error and you had to re-start MONITOR. The same error occurred if you selected 
another list type and "Calculate new saved values" and used Display List and then opened the Search 
Form, selected the list type Extra info and used Display List. 

� OBYN-8QEGSZ - You could get large spaces between the sub totals if you had selected Compact print in 
the Report Generator. This error occurred when the sub totals consisted of a large range of accounts. 

� ÖBRN-8QMKR2 - MONITOR would shut down with a program error if you in the Register Basic Data – 
Project procedure entered too high number when you registered new basic data. This error could occur in 
the Project types and Project groups tabs. 

� ÖBRN-8QMKUG - It wasn’t possible to enter a Group in the Register Project procedure in the same way 
that you could do with Project type. You had to scroll in the list in order to enter a value.  

� LREM-8QVJYX - When you made SIE imports, MONITOR could be locked if you had autocodings on an 
account where the same account also was an Account/ Offset acct. in the autocoding. 

� KFTM-8RHDHQ - Incorrect values were displayed in the field Previous year in the Balance Info procedure. 

� KFTM-8RHE3U - The report Budget next year in the Report Generator didn’t display next year’s figures 
for period 10, 11 and 12. 

� ÖBRN-8RNHTA - It wasn’t possible to export a correct SIE 4 file from MONITOR if you didn’t have Swedish 
date format set in Windows. Now the Vouchers will be included in the SIE file. 

� KFTM-8SZD6P - You couldn’t save vouchers in the Register Vouchers procedure if there was a message 
on an account in the Chart of Accounts. This problem only occurred in systems with the supplement 
Management Accounting. 

General Settings 

� BKNN-8RWH5J - The Gauge Component on the Start Page couldn’t handle negative values for Min. and 
Max. 

� JELA-8SUGKW - Now it’s possible to synchronize rows from the system language and other languages in 
the Terms and Conditions procedure. 

Electronic Invoice Management 

� BKNN-8TBB9K - Some types of PDF-files could be corrupt when you made annotations on the invoice 
image. The version number of the external component that handles the PDF-files is updated to solve this 
problem. 

Product Configurator 

� CSIG-8R5GHG - When a Selection opened an excluded Mandatory selection of the type Optional, MONITOR 
would shut down with a program error. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product 
Configurator. 

� CSIG-8RJM8G - MONITOR would shut down with a program error when you tried to adjust a Configured 
order with a Mandatory selection that no longer existed in the configuration. This error could only occur in 
systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

� CSIG-8RKECW - MONITOR would shut down with a program error if you tried to change part in a Selection 
group of the type Mandatory selection (one), Optional. This error could only occur in systems with the 
supplement Product Configurator. 

� CSIG-8S6HT8 - Wild cards didn’t work on configured parts in the Discount category. This error could only 
occur in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 
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� SOLN-8TEGJP - Alt. selection text wasn’t displayed in the Configuration when you registered Customer 
orders. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 


